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A PRELUDE

All characters in this novel are fictitious; the thoughts attributed
to them are contrived. Although the times in which they are
deemed to have lived are based on strict historic research, the
incidents with which they are associated are fiction. Similarities
between those living at the time and the characters in this book are
imagined and purely coincidental. If, by unfortunate conclusion,
offence has been taken through a similarity completely unknown
to me I can only apologize as most assuredly none was intended.
Reference to past history outside the timeframe of this story
is based on recorded facts. Some names may have been omitted
to avoid a character’s biased opinion. The names of some
important people in the history of New South Wales are included
to establish a link between the period and the story.
Nev Ollis
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Chapter One
A MEETING

It was Sunday morning and Deacon John Pond warmly
surveyed his Matins assembly. Not only was Pond the
licensed Anglican cleric for Oaks and southern districts,
but he was the sole teacher at Oaks State School. It was
a decade since his posting in 1858 and he had learned a
great deal about most of the locals. His was not a wealthy
flock. Indeed, it was well known in the Colony of New
South Wales that Pond was more partial to the needs of the
lesser lights under his care. In Oaks there were many. His
repute to favour the plight of the smaller fry was common
knowledge. So much was it firmed over the years that it
became beneath the dignity for some self-assured settlers
to attend his church. Nor would they send their children
to the government school under his care. But, that was
their choice and the deacon found he could live with it
without effect.
Today he chose as his sermon, “There was Peace in
the Garden of Eden.” As he announced the title he leaned
against the linen-covered school master’s table on the low
platform at the front of the room. He flashed a friendly
smile. The master’s table was always pushed against the
curtained blackboard wall for Sunday services. It was a
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small chore his children shared with a will, and at times
with a bit too much noise, before Matins began. Pond
repeated his sermon title while running a long, thin finger
under his priestly neck cloth and fell silent as if waiting for
the Word from his Maker.
Pond was tall and gaunt and craggy. He looked like a
well worn but worn well old leather boot; one which was
kept with care. Somehow, he looked loved. In front of him,
on backless forms worn shiny with use, the parish children
made up the front row of worshippers. Six of them were his.
Daughter Victoria, now 12, pressed her younger brothers,
Albert and William, to her sides with a caring arm around each.
Her sisters, Adelaide, Charlotte and Alice, huddled against each
other in silence, beaming up at their adoring father, hands in
laps. Missing only from his gaze was baby Adolphus who Pond
knew was on the schoolhouse veranda in his mother’s arms. It
was caution which led to this custom. Dorothea was concerned
he would cry during the service. All except Victoria had shared
that custom. She enjoyed her baby and toddler days when the
Ponds were still in Liverpool, just south west of Sydney.
There may have been peace in the Garden of Eden but there
surely was none in the Parish of Wollondilly. In fact, Pond
assessed the whole outpost of New South Wales as poorly
run. He knew full well, when he left England, he was coming
to a penal colony or was, at least, once upon a time. There
simply always were as many free people as convicts since the
settlement’s very first day some ninety years before. Why they
still called it a convict colony was beyond him. Transportation
of convicts stopped nearly twenty years past. But they did, the
“they” being all and sundry from Governor and his toadies
down. Pond thought it was doubtful if the Queen, herself,
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knew how the deeds of free people had opened up this vast
source of wealth in her name. It irked Pond how often it was
achieved without credit or reward.
He clearly recalled the time he met Lord Lawrence.
As much as he may have liked to be, Lord Lawrence was not
the Governor, or even a State official. He was, however, the titled
son of a sovereign’s favourite and as such he ruled the roost on
this parcel of Great Britain’s sacred soil.
Pond knocked and waited a short while. The huge doors of
Highland Hall, Camden, divided to reveal a bent man dressed
in formal attire. He blended in well with the display of a foreign
and pompous era along the wall at his back. His simple smile
said he was unmoved by his august setting while at the same
time it ignored how out of place his stifling attire was in such
a mild climate. “I am Thomas, Sir,” he said, as he surveyed
the tall cleric with interest. He stretched out for his caller’s hat
with a gnarled hand which Pond almost went to shake; only
to feel a little foolish at his error and he withdrew his hand
in haste.
Pond found he needed to stand to one side as Lord Lawrence’s
stooped servant gently pressed the double mahogany doors
closed. It stopped the chorus of crystal from the chandeliers as
suddenly as it must have surely begun. The still silence of the
entry hall was now broken only by Thomas shuffling on the tiled
floor which looked stark in its black and white against the warm
timber of the beams overhead. Pond noticed there was room for
three chandeliers in the gabled ceiling whose placid glow fell
feebly on the papered walls where a trove of Scottish heritage
hung proudly.
Even at first glance the jumble in the decor at Highland
Hall was plain enough. It made Pond very wary of any future
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prospects. It was simply so warlike to the servant of Christ.
Lances and swords fought bravely for the upper hand across
round, studded battle shields while flags drooped sadly in dark
corners seeming not to care they hid parts of brightly patterned
banners. Formal army plaques peeped gamely through a haze
of hallowed history. It was crowded. It was not about people.
There seemed little room for future in this display of ancient
conflict.
Pond let his eyes wander along the whole of a wall only
to see it was crammed with trophies of foreign exploits where
windows should have been. Fierce Arab weapons rubbed
scabbards with robust African relics and dainty Asian tea
sets vying for attention with a pair of ornate silver Venetian
candlesticks which sat ill at ease in a tiny recess. Pond tried
a neat nod in response to Thomas’s trained bow realising at
once it must be clear his attempt lacked style. It was as clear,
perhaps, as poor old Thomas was robbed of such by age.
“Deacon Pond, calling on Lord Lawrence by invitation,” Pond
heard himself say.
Without a word, Thomas turned, shuffled and left through a
far door.
Moments later the same door opened to reveal the strait-laced
Charlsina Brown who, for an instant, stared sternly at Pond and
vanished again. She carried the erect bearing one would expect of
anyone who was in His Lordship’s employ for twenty-three years.
Her air hid her past. As a 16 year old housemaid she bent to her
basic duties with a will as she feared failure would lead to her
return to the even more humbling laundry work at Parramatta.
Such was the task to which she was detailed when she arrived in
the penal colony of New South Wales. It was truly an ordeal, even
for a girl who began life tough, without hope or future.
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She knew the torment of being alone. As a child she
suffered but that was just a cruel prelude to the terror of the
voyage out. The shame she felt in hard labour under the bored
and lustful eye of a rude, often drunk, peasant soldier filled
her with disgust which sapped her of poise and grace. That
she survived was a miracle. It was a timid, beaten and very
skinny being who arrived at Camden to present herself at
Highland Hall those years ago. The dirty thirty-five-mile ride
in His Lordship’s supply cart left her spent, ragged and filthy.
In contrast, it was an upright, well groomed matron who now
eyed Pond.
Brown entered Lord Lawrence’s office without invite after
lightly tapping on the centre carved cedar panel of his office
door. The peer looked up from a spacious desk scattered with
the trappings of a well bred man doing business. He replaced
his pen in its Bombay brass well set on its polished leather base
and leaned back in his chair. “Yes Brown?” he said in his broad
Inverness accent.
“Deacon Pond from Oaks is here,” she said with no more
than a hint of a curtsy.
“Aye, then show him in.” It was more a bother which divided
his suntanned face, though many a serving soldier would have
seen it as a snarl.
“I’m afraid not, Sir.” Brown assumed a patient pose in
response to His Lordship’s raised eyebrow. Then went on: “May
I suggest the atrium? The Deacon is a little scruffy, My Lord.”
She sank back on her heels, held her leathern hands together at
waist height below a flawless starched bodice. She set her hazel
eyes on her master’s. Her silence shouted its message.
“Humph! Scruffy, is it? Aye, the atrium it is in a minute or
so.” As Brown turned to obey, Lawrence went on “and fetch me
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after five minutes. I’ll be having little to say and there’ll be less
to hear”.
Brown nodded without change in pose, leaving by the same
door.
“Please show Deacon Pond to the atrium,” she told Thomas,
“and tell him His Lordship will see him shortly.”
“Aye, Ma’am.” Thomas returned to the front hall and to
Pond whose idle study of its crowded contents took him to the
end door through which Thomas all of a sudden appeared.
“Deacon, Sir,” he began, “His Lordship will see you shortly
in the atrium if you would follow me please.” Then, slowly
turning, he led Pond, in the sombre fashion fit for the gentry,
across the hall, through a door and into a dim hallway
beyond.
The atrium had a high ceiling, was bright with sunlight
and stocked with plants clearly well loved. Windows lined
the southern wall in stark contrast to the single, lead-lined
window in the “Scottish” wall of the front hall. There, thought
Pond, a dappled wash of light was called upon to assist a
barely ample trio of fancy chandeliers. Pond found himself
guessing on the lead-lined window’s origin. In his judgment,
it came well before the wall despite a builder’s attempts to
suggest the contrary. He stood and waited while he enjoyed
soaking in the contrast with the other area when the click of
a latch drew his notice. He turned to behold the splendour of
the Laird.
“Ah, yes, Reverend. You’ve caught me at a busy time.” Lord
Lawrence entered the atrium with a signal to Pond to take the
high-backed, wooden chair facing the one he had chosen for
himself. “Sit ye doon, Mon.”
“My Lord,” began Pond. He made an attempt to sit.
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But Lawrence carried on as if no-one had spoken. “I take
it ye’ll be here to tempt my kindness with a request beyond my
reach, eh?” It was a clumsy attempt at humour and the wry
smile he chose to wear failed to pierce the stern defence worn
by the God-fearing crusader. The visitor felt ill at ease simply to
look at his host.
Pond shifted his weight to his other side. “My Lord,” he
began again, seeking a smile, but failing also to lighten the mood
as he spoke. “Tis not I who tempts, praise the Lord. But, yes, I do
have one or two matters I wish to discuss with you.” Even as he
sank back in the chair, Pond sensed a brittle response.
And he was right.
His Lordship rose, eyes hardly meeting Pond’s as he spoke.
“I’m bound to warn ye Reverend, ye’ll be standing on my ground
here and it won’t be my want for discussing. We’re a tight ship
here, Reverend. We all do the best we can with what I can afford,
no chat, Sir.” His booming parade ground voice chased off
among the potted plants, skidding across the sandstone floor,
in search of the previous remark whose echo was yet to fade.
“Now, have ye a problem?”
The host folded his stocky arms over the flawless white
blouse Brown laid out for him that morning. He noticed the
sleeves were by now partly creased and he quickly withdrew
them, clasping his hands behind his back. As he glanced
down on Pond he could not escape the sense of dearth he felt.
The stark, pastoral, unkempt look wreaked it. Not an edge
met, not a seam was without truant strands. His Lordship
saw the black frock coat as slung like a canvas sack on a
half-eaten, wind-blown silage stack. Pond’s shoes made
the Peer shudder. One was without its buckle and the other
wore its buckle like a saucy seaman’s bonnet. They shouted
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slovenliness to his Lordship’s martial mind. He held little
hope for a sane request from this beggar who he viewed as a
lowly civic reject.
Pond resolved not to squirm in the twinge of ill ease which
encased him. Instead he mutely called on his Maker for the
strength to stay humble in the shadow of such abject conceit.
“Lord Lawrence, your will shall prevail and continue to see
this country better for it. I have no doubt of it. I’m hardly here
to upset its patron. Please forgive me if you got that notion.”
He felt shame but continued to grovel. “No, no, no, Sir. In fact, I
view my task as one in your service,” Pond went on.
“For Christ sake, Reverend, quit the kowtowing and get to
the guts of it. What is it you want from me?” He resumed his
seat, hands on knees, ready to accept any challenge.
Pond was already keen to see the end of this meeting but
now, staring at a warrior’s brow showing full knit over his battle
shield, and so all of a sudden, he surely longed for its close. But,
faith drove him on. “My Lord, I need funds at Oaks school to
feed the young minds of your future workers.”
Silence followed; several seconds of silence. Lord Lawrence
slowly stood and stared down at the taller man, coldly spearing
sly hints at the Godly neck cloth with its smelly stains. He
glared at the sunken chest where he imagined he could detect
the beating of an unwise heart somewhere under those tattered
monkish garments. He shook his regal head.
Pond continued. “I need lesson books and slate pencils . . .”
But he got no further.
“Ye need. Ye need! What’s this ‘ye need.’ Who the hell do
ye think ye are? They’re my workers, Sir, for Chrissake, and
I happen to ken what my workers need. Have ye any bloody
idea, Mon, what ye’re saying. What in Jesus name are they
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teaching in Bible College nowadays? Do ye think ye can just
traipse around the landscape filling children’s heads with
what cloistered dung you want and with no price? Jesus, Mon,
ye’re bloody weird. I ken what my workers need. And it isn’t
the mind to talk back to me I’ll warrant ye. What the hell do ye
think would happen if the help thought they were better than
the boss? Christ, Mon, there’d be pulling in as many ways as
there were people.”
His Lordship’s voice barely rose in pitch but its volume
increased by four as he spoke. “I ken what ye’re on aboot,
Reverend. Ye’d be wanting the poor little mites to be able to read
Aesop’s Fables and tender little Bible stories and I can almost
value ye passion for that; but don’t be fooled, Sir. Those same
little tender minds get older and pretty soon they’re like their
ill-bred daddies were and instead of wading in the cow shit with
a will, they’re doing it with a won’t. D’ye ken what I’m saying,
Reverend? D’ye see what ye’re doing, Sir?”
Pond remained still, a position he viewed as safe as any in
the present state of affairs.
Lawrence’s face was flushed with passion. “Then I’ll thank ye
verra much to lay off the begging and get on with the preaching.
Do I make myself clear, Reverend?” He took a brutal breath.
“Do I? Huh?”
Pond nodded slowly, but his eyes stayed focused on the
fuming Scot with the winner’s scowl.
Pond still felt the back of his neck redden under his collar
as he recalled the raging ignorance of a very greedy era. His
Lordship proved to Pond he simply had no idea of how he came
into the fortune which set him so above the humans who served
him. His youth made him too young to know the truth of his
great-uncle’s part in the so-called rum rebellion.
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Lord Lawrence was sadly unaware of the lawless dealings of
his beloved armed forces during that torrid time. He would not
know how the powers in charge robbed the farmers blind to stoke
the coffers of the favoured few with the sweat-soiled gains of
freemen. In true army style, the officers of the New South Wales
Corps, in cahoots with retired rebels like his Lordship’s greatuncle, wielded their supreme power to swing land grabs. Using
convict labour like slaves, they were then able to seal the fate
of these luckless lesser souls with preferred business treatment.
Ticket of leave former convicts, free settlers, public officials
and freeborn citizens all became victims. They had no defence
against the ruthless trade cartel running rife in the usurped
public service. So great was the rebel power, three Governors
in less than six years were brought down so badly they were
recalled to the Old Dart.
The very land upon which the proud hall of Lord Lawrence
stood was granted by army command against the wishes of the
Governor 50 years before. His Lordship was then just a boy in
Scotland with plans of a career as a soldier. Such was already set
into his head by the ruling Laird, his father. In turn, “Pater,” as
he called his father, was by then firmly ensconced in the service
of the family regiment. It was either Army or Presbyterian
Church which was destined by lore to gain the undying faith
of the newborn Lord. Such was his birthright. His father was
military, like his father before him and his father’s brothers. One
family member would take the cloth but, since an uncle under
Holy Orders was still living, little Lord Lawrence, with luck, was
spared that fate. More luck was in store for him, as well, in that
one uncle was childless and it was known he willed his entire
estate to his titled nephew. The rub was it was in New South
Wales and not a soul knew where that was. It was said to be
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quite large and the rewards of it bound to be many. He took an
early retreat from service duty, which he could then afford since
his Lordship’s birthright estate was on hand to take up without
pause.
In the years between, however, his great-uncle had faded
from active life to become an inmate of a Scottish mental home.
He lingered for more than 20 years which was long enough
for his lawyers to take their fair measure in return for the
estate running and asset control. This was done from the safe
distance of their Scottish armchairs so what was left of the
manor was in a slightly dwindled state when it was disbursed.
Lord Lawrence moved into a mere huge estate rather than a
superb widespread one. Highland Hall may only reflect the
latter but His Lordship accepted that with a clear conscience
since he knew no better.
When his estate was being built by his great-uncle, it was
partly stocked with the cattle and sheep which free farmers had
let go cheaply. It was sell or watch stock die for them as they were
denied access to the stores which were run by the Army. It was
their only path to income; not that the income to be made from
sales to the Army was fair. Most saw their produce sent home to
England at often five times the price they were given. In no time
at all private farms began running at a loss leaving no hope but
to sell out. In the absence of buyers, the farms were snapped up
by the very people who stole their owners’ prospects. This gave
the farmers who sold no way out but to work on the same farm
for the new owners. It was what they had to do to sustain their
families. Shoulder to shoulder with the farmers laboured well
taught former convicts with all the skills to make something of
themselves and of the colony. Having their chance of making
a useful mark being denied them, builders, lawyers and other
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trained men, no doubt with shady pasts, suffered the same fate
as the farmers and sought work well below their talents in order
to survive. Indeed, any notion that they had paid in full for their
crimes was, therefore, null and void. It led to rage among those
doing the work which further fed the cauldron of discontent in
the infant colony.
Of course the victims of the treachery, though seen by Pond
as budding assets to an infant colony, were viewed in a lesser
light by the elite landed gentry. They became the convict class.
Even all these years later, many were still convinced a leopard
or its cubs could not change spots. Critics took strength in
the fact that the head of the Church of England in Sydney in
those former times was vocal in his support of the soldiers.
As the mentor for many of his flock, and as the counsel for
most of them, Pond tried to point out that past civic leaders
sewed the seed of such a view. Convicts begat convicts was
the call. Sadly it was a view held even by the parents of present
settlers who advised their children and who advised Pond’s
pupils in turn.
To Pond it was no mystery for such an extreme view to
prevail. Not that his British Church bosses were too aware of the
stance taken by their minor cleric. After all, they very likely still
thought of New South Wales as the outer reaches of the huge
diocese of Calcutta.
New South Wales was, in fact, part of the diocese of Calcutta
in the days when the Church tongue was wagging with most
effect. But, that ceased more than thirty years prior. More to the
point, along with the British House of Commons, the Archbishop
of Canterbury was more concerned with the after effects of the
Bonaparte campaigns across Europe. His was not to worry too
much about New South Wales since it escaped Holy vision to
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see such a far place as ought but the only useful option to the
Americas as a convict outpost. When somewhere needed to
be found, New South Wales was discovered as if in answer to
British prayer. Neither elected Member of Parliament nor called
sacred servant of the Church had bothered to wonder why, since
then, three highly able Governors of New South Wales came
traipsing back to England after holding their posts for a paltry
two years each.
After Governor John Hunter suffered being ignored by the
Corps leaders in his attempts to stem the rum trade, he fell
afoul of critics who lodged a bitter mail campaign to the Home
powers. Hunter found himself abruptly replaced. His successor,
the sterner Phillip King, tried to curb drinking habits and corrupt
trade which only made him the mortal enemy of the Army rather
than its staunch leader. Then Britain sent the tough one, Captain
William Bligh who boldly sailed from Tahiti to Timor in a longboat
full of sailors after his ship, Bounty, was stolen by its crew. Bligh
viewed the rebels as wayward felons who forgot that evil deeds
usually led to a hanging. He very nearly quelled the criminal
commerce but his claim was clearly motivation for renewed effort
because the rebellion which followed lent its name to that era in
Australian history. Despite his strength and his belief in order,
Bligh ended his tenure in disgrace. It was widely believed he hid
under his bed to avoid further spite after some reports hinted he
foresaw a worse fate than being shipped home.
As the only school teacher south of Camden for a day’s ride,
Pond included briefings to his classes on the touchy subject
of early New South Wales. Tactfully, he limited such lessons
to only every so often as he thought any wider report of the
colony’s shaky past might breed bad thoughts among some
of his students’ parents. Many a soul still resented the loss of
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birthright through foul means. They claimed they should still
own the farms which were lost by foul play.
Pond would conclude his school history lessons with a
mention of the arrival of Governor Lachlan Macquarie. He
greatly admired the Scot, not just for what he attained but for
his astute methods as well. He arrived as a result of a British
Government awakening, Pond would tell his class, with his own
column of soldiers. He brought orders for the New South Wales
Corps to return to England.
It was hoped Macquarie would quell the risk of another
rebellion. In that light few would not have welcomed him. But it
also controlled the growth of riches by the former select section
of society.
Macquarie’s men surely stopped the rebellion. He built
a trades school and started an advanced learning scheme for
displaced farmers and labourers which was just a start. A school
for Aborigines at Parramatta was opened, the holey dollar as
coinage and the setting up of the Bank of New South Wales were
mooted while the granting of Government posts to aptly skilled
former convicts soon followed. It was the many well designed
buildings of the period which appealed to Pond and which he
saw as the early settlement’s greatest legacy even though they
upset Macquarie’s many critics at the time. They really did
incite a restless mood among the former favourites and Lord
Lawrence’s great-uncle’s estate managers at Home were among
the irate group. They saw New South Wales as a colony using
convict labour, keeping the lesser folk at heel and ignorant. They
were happy to keep the blacks at bay and the riches where they
belonged. Church leaders preached their support.
Pond felt it was not his duty to include in his lessons the
bitter private battles Macquarie had with land holders and
14
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Church leaders. Though he did believe they had an unfair impact
on the Colony’s course.
The fact the rebellion leaders were sent Home for trial was very
much hushed. This was mainly since it included Lord Lawrence’s
great-uncle who returned less than a decade later to further his
riches. Macquarie returned to England after a damning report
was made by John Bigge, a special agent sent at the request of
rebellion supporters. Using wide powers, Bigge slammed pretty
well all Macquarie had done during his 11 years as Governor.
Hailing the view of the elite, Bigge did his part in seeing New
South Wales remain a colony for the rich using convict labour.
Bigge did not support the movement which saw settlement as a jail
where the redeemed could aspire to emancipation. Macquarie’s
plans of an open frontier where free settlers could seek a future
through the sweat of their brow were quashed. His new world
where the native people could be embraced as part of a wider
culture was more than placed under serious threat, it was damned
in ignorance by Parliament member and Church leader alike.
John Pond was burdened with his conscience. As a teacher
he applauded the strength of his fellow man in the taming of a
vast land. As a priest he wept at the plight of the poor and their
prospects. He bore a great deal of shame over the compliance of
the former leaders of his own church. They were open in their
support of the sinful Army. He was drawn to prayer about it every
night at the foot of his sapling framed cot. He often asked Jesus
the question of how Macquarie could cop the abuse of Bigge and
then turn around and name a park after him in Liverpool.
***
At the end of that dreadful visit to Highland Hall the room
rang with the echoes of Lord Lawrence’s rage as Pond made
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to stand. He pressed his wiry hands on his shiny trouser knees
and bent forward to assume an erect stance with as much poise
as he could muster. A click was followed by the return of
Brown. She swung open the double oak doors to the atrium with
the perfect timing for which she was renowned. The chat was
clearly at an end. Pond still wondered just who was in charge
there, the Master of the manor or the Mistress of the house, but,
at an end it was, indeed. Lord Lawrence, with a simple, bland
nod to Pond, coolly strode across the sandstone floor, through
the open doorway and into the gloom of the hallway. As his
footsteps wafted beyond hearing, Brown beckoned with her
straitlaced body for Pond to follow and she lead him towards
daylight and the waiting sulky.
A quiet Thomas drew open the twin mahogany doors, his
gaze glued to the sandstone step outside, not seeing, but sensing,
the presence of the departing guest. He managed a deft pace to
the rear to avoid contact while returning Pond’s hat. He felt no
joy in seeing the Deacon go so soon.
Pond nodded his thanks, fully lost on his host’s faithful servant
who yielded half a shuffle more to allow the Deacon to depart
with some dignity. With shoulders drooped, Thomas reached out
both hands together and gripped both brass doorknobs. There
was silence in the sunshine as it spilled less and less through
the closing doors. More was the pity for old Thomas as those
last slivers of daylight were surely the only means left to carry
the blessing prayed for him by the departing proud clerk of
Holy Orders. Even closed, those heavy doors might be pushed
to contain the more torrid thoughts the preacher held for this
servant’s Lord and master.
As he passed into the sunlight, Pond breathed a silent
Benediction for Thomas, adding Brown’s name as he slowly
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walked towards the sulky. Flossie flicked her tail just once
as Pond climbed up to the seat. It had been a thoughtful time
for the Deacon who was fast feeling like an agent of the less
lucky. As he felt for the reins, he framed in his mind a prayer
of pardon for His blasphemous Lordship which he supposed
a forgiving God would view with kindness. Even the welleducated Peer showed areas in which his learning was limited.
“A respect for his Maker was certainly one area needing a
great deal of thought,” thought Pond, “and a love of his fellow
man.” A barely audible suck on his cheek coached Flossy to
lean on her breast strap edging the sulky forward as Pond
thought on. “And a knowledge of people’s rights as human
beings!” A deft shake of the reins and Flossy walked into a
sedate trot. “And there would be others, no doubt!!” Pond
shook his head as he faced the weary drive back to Oaks, his
family and his home.
***
Hidden from the real world, Thomas turned his drooped back
on the double doors he had gently closed. The clipped crunch of
hooves on the gravel drive as the vicar’s sulky left, had stopped
as one with the sunlight and in a single motion Thomas braced
his back to almost upright and shuffled towards the gloom of the
hallway.
How he admired the deacon’s spirit; how he envied his will,
yet, how he doubted his prospects! Even now he could hear
His Lordship calling at Brown “...and make sure they realise
this frayed excuse for a man of God is a risk to the welfare
of the whole colony. Nothing but a cursed upstart, damn his
eyes! Make ‘em realise he’s sowing the rebels seed amongst
my workers. And in the most evil manner,” he stressed; “Through
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their children! Christ, Brown, what would future work forces be
like filled with the garbage this bastard is dishing out?”
The bellows became less distinct to Thomas as he made
his way down the hall to the more peaceful setting of his
Spartan work station. He knew Brown would be standing
calmly facing her raging master, hands clasped across her trim
bodice as duty demands. He knew His Lordship would carry
on shouting and cursing while Brown held her docile pose.
But he also knew Brown harboured a great deal of respect for
the holy man under attack. Indeed, he shared the fond hope
she held for the success of the parson in his effort to improve
the lot of the underdog.
Brown taught herself a method of listening to Lord Lawrence
during his many lethal outbursts. She set her face stern, offered
a nod of respect every so often and let her mind wander to her
girlhood on the banks of the River Dart in far off Devon on the
south British coast. She was but eleven years of age when she
was whisked away by the peelers to begin her sentence. At the
time, she was not even sure what the sentence was. She just knew
the judge said she was a very bad person, was born that way and
had little hope of being redeemed. She heard the judge say she
owed thanks to Her Most Gracious Majesty who spared her life
as there appeared to be room for her worthless frame on board
a ship to New South Wales. That was what she was supposed to
know, perhaps but a neglected childhood such as hers included
little time for schooling. She could not grasp the fierceness of
the law in nineteenth century England. She never even knew it
was against the law to collect a fallen loaf of bread or two from
the bake house before dawn while the carters’ drays were being
loaded. Like most of the urchins, she only managed to get the
loaves which fell on the ground. As a means to a meal it had its
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hazards because there was always the risk of being trampled by
lively workers’ boots or restive horses’ hooves.
It was a tough, wicked life into which Charlsina Brown
was born. The first part left her wary because it came to such
a sudden end when her sentence was handed down. Childhood
was over for her and it was an ending filled with drama; just
like it had begun. The difference was vast, however. It started
with the cries of her mother filling the morbid surrounds of
a women’s prison. Of course she did not recall that but, in
contrast, it came to an end she could recount with ease. As the
jailors dragged her away the echo of the beak’s droning voice
clung to the raftered ceiling of the court room. “And may
you find comfort in your Maker while you pay for your hour
of sin.”
Over the years, Brown was prone to ponder on that pompous
remark. ‘What a load of rubbish’, she thought! It seemed the
judge was not aware he was talking to a very young, very raw
mind. At that stage in her life Charlsina was yet to hear her own
language spoken in other than urchin slang. It meant little to her
then and less now yet she could not forget it. She would never
forget it!
Brown was 13 when she saw Sydney. By then she was a twoyear veteran of prison control and even at her young age she
was a broken woman by all accounts but she survived in every
sense of the word. In her heart she was a being with a future but
in her soul she dreaded what that future held. Hope was just a
weary shadow in a hazy scene.
The drive back to Oaks gave Pond time to reflect on his own
start in the colony. It had not been much better for him when he
arrived in Sydney a decade after Brown. While calmer, perhaps,
it was none the less as tricky.
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Firstly, he was six months too early to assume his duty with
the New South Wales Board of National Education. As kind
as the Board’s clerk was, he offered only cruel news. Pond’s
stipend, listed though it surely was, would not start until the
appointed date. With Dorothea close to childbirth, he was
worried about her welfare but, upon seeking out a former
fellow London University student, timely relief was at hand. His
friend was a cleric at Moore College in Liverpool, some twentytwo miles south-west of Sydney. The college was set up in the
former Liverpool home of Thomas Moore. He left a fortune to
the Church of England to start a theological college where he
hoped local young men would seek a future in Holy Orders. It
was the first of its kind in the Colony. ‘How great the working
of The Lord!’ thought Pond upon hearing the news that he was
to be given shelter at the college in return for caretaking and
language teaching duties.
Pond accepted the offer with great joy and performed his
duties with passion. He was also able to complete a course
which would allow him licence to act as Deacon on behalf of the
Church of England. It was a rank he happily filled with a will at
the stately St. Luke’s, the Church of England church in Liverpool.
The fine brick church was planned by Governor Macquarie as
a centre piece for his new town. Liverpool marked the limit of
shipping on the Georges River. St Luke’s bell tower could be
seen atop the rise west of Moore College and was a symbol of
progress in the Colony’s golden years of growth.
Pond heard of St Luke’s even before leaving England. It was
one of the projects headed up by architect Francis Greenway
who was a convict. He was also from the near Bristol village of
Mangotsfield which happened to be the village in which Pond
was born. In fact, Pond’s teacher, Mr Buckley, would often
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mention Francis Greenway, who also designed the church in
nearby Downend, as a son of Mangotsfield. He often warned his
boys to pay heed to the law or they would end up like Greenway.
Then, they too, would be forced to ply their skills in a far off
land where no-one would ever know about them. It was one of
Mr Buckley’s foibles. He also used to mention Mangotsfield was
listed in the Doomsday Book in 1086 as Manegodesfelle.
With church support, John and Dorothea Pond, the couple,
saw it through. When his part-time college post was up, it was
as Deacon Pond he made his way to Oaks to take his place
as teacher in its government school. The Church supplied the
vicarage, a one room slab hut which Pond divided in the middle
with a timber and hessian wall to set sleeping section apart from
living and dining. The fireplace was the feature of the latter
half closer to the door. Local farmers supplied the schoolhouse,
a timber and shingle hall about ten paces long and five wide
beside the bridge at the south end of Oaks. It was built to serve
as both school and church as required. Living was basic, but it
was filled with hope and joy for Pond who savoured the love of
Christ and living as a loving family.
It was dusk by the time Pond got back to Oaks after his
meeting with Lord Lawrence. Hardly a town, Oaks was a pocket
of small houses sprinkled over a one hundred acre plot on the
banks of Werriberri Creek, a Tharawal word for the song of the
willie wagtail. A wealthy widow had snipped it off her holding
and bequeathed it to the State. By now it had its own Post Office,
school, hotel, store and blacksmith and the promise of a produce
merchant. As he always did, when Pond passed the allotment
he had in mind for a stone church with a steeple one day, he
offered a small prayer of hope. Until then, with the blessing of
the National Board of Education, and at the behest of Church
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of England elders on its board, services would be held in the
donated hall.
He was relieved when at last he entered the track at the
foot of the ironbark rise on which the vicarage made a lonely
statement. A watery sun barely lit the scrub lurking on each
side. It was a dreary drive for Pond after his thorny and vexing
meeting. At the end of the day, though, in Pond’s eye, it didn’t
matter what he or who else thought about His Lordship as
the final repose of that man’s soul would be resolved by God
Himself. Pond recalled that a mentor once said to him as an
aside: “Perhaps the Lord waits until it’s all over to do His
judging so we mortals can get in for our shot in the meantime.”
Both men shared a chuckle at the remark at the time. But now,
with the presence of hindsight and some Christian training to
boot, Pond was not so sure of its humour. Maybe there would
be a few parsons around the colony sorely tempted to test that
adage at trying times in their careers. Maybe now was Pond’s
time. He thought of Lord Lawrence as Flossie slowed to a walk
to mount the rise.
“I wonder if this means I am at liberty to creep up on the
blighter in the dark and rattle his brains with a hub spanner.”
Pond was answered before he could even ask! “God would no
doubt hurl me into an endless sentence in Hell for that. But I
might save a host of future victims from the hurt and shame that
wretched old dog seems intent on dishing out!” For the present
such thoughts must be put aside.
***
Deacon Pond welcomed his Matins flock with a heartfelt
blessing. He gave thanks to Almighty God for helping people
who worship Him to triumph over the troubles of the past.
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He asked for strength to defeat any trials the future may hold.
“It is vital we pray for ourselves and our family,” he smiled,
glancing at Dorothea and their children looking up at him. “But
it is crucial we pray for our foes” he said, “as they, too, may
aspire to a place in Heaven. Jesus died for us all. I want you to
keep that in mind,” he said. His words were aimed at his flock,
but his thoughts were of Lord Lawrence and his regime.
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